
1.0 INTRODUCTION
We live in the information age where technological inventions have revolutionalized the way and
manner businesses are conducted. One of the advanced technologies that have been introduced in
the last few decades is internet banking, also referred to as virtual banking. Internet banking
covers various operations that can be conducted from home, one's business place or even on the
road instead of being done at a physical bank location (Turban et al, 2003). These operations
include retrieving account baJances and history of accounts, fund transfers, cheque book request,
nullification of cheque and credit card payment etc. Internet banking has become increasingly
prevalent, being employed by many financial institutions to reduce costs associated with having
personnel serve customers physically, shorten processing periods, increase speed, improve the
flexibility of business transactions and provide better service overall (shih and Fang, 2004).
Although internet banking offers banking institutions privilege to provide a wide spectrum of
services to their customers, some banking institutions limit their internet banking services to a
mere provision of an informational website. Others me their websites not only to provide the
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The advent oj the internet has drastically revolutionized the H,(IY and manner banking business is done
both in the developed economies and the emerging markets. The internet has brought about the
emergence of virtual banking markets with jour district characteristics namely, real-time, shared. open
and global. The s(U(~Vexamines the level of adoption of internet banking in Nigeria after the bank
consolidation i17 2005 which saw the merger and acquisition of 89 banks leaving the country with a total
(>}'25 deposit money banks then, and only 23 banks now after recent mergers. Using c quality evaluation
model, as proposed by Chung and Painter but with slight modifications as in Achour and Benzedrine, the
websites of banks in Nigeria were evaluated to determine both the level of adoption of internet banking
and the factors that may be impeding a wholesome adoption of virtual banking in the country. The results
reveal velY high level of internet banking 011 two dimensions, namely, informational and communicative
services with average component mean score of about 94%. At the transaction and security levels,
internet bunking is jound to be low, showing no permission for on-line account opening and signature
authcnticaiicn amidst several observable inadequate security measures. The study however highlights
several constraints to e-banking and recommends action plans to be taken by government, banking
institutions and the banking public [0 enhance the level of internet banking in Nigeria.
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2.0 Reviewof Related Literature
Internet banking has attracted increasing attention over the past several years from banking and
other financial services industries participants, the business community, banking industry
regulators, law makers and researchers; both in the developed countries and emerging market

Banks offer Internet banking in two main ways. An existing bank with physical offices can
establish a Web site and offer Internet banking to its customers in addition to its traditional
delivery channels. A second alternative is to establish a "virtual;" "branchless," or "Internet
only" bank. The computer server that lies at the heart of a virtual bank may be housed in an
office that serves as the legal address of such a lJdnk, or at some other location. Virtual banks
may offer their customers the ability to make deposits and withdraw funds via automated teller
machines (ATTvTs)or other remote delivery channels owned by other institutions (Furst et al,
2000). Internet banking is often used interchangeably with electronic banking (called for short e
banking), on-line banking and virtual banking.

1.1 SomeConceptual Issues
Internet banking refers to the use of the Internet as a remote delivery channel for banking
services. Such services include traditional ones, such as opening a deposit account or transferring
funds among different accounts, and new banking services, such as electronic bill presentment
and pavment, allowing customers to receive End pay bills ViRa bank's Web site.

It is obvious that there is now a global paradigm shift in the mode of operation of business
especially in the banking industry, and both the banks and the banking populace in Nigeria are
aware of this development. Therefore, in the bid to catch up with this global development and
improve the quality of their service delivery, Nigerian banks have begun to invest so much of
their resources on Information and Communication Technology (lCT) infrastructure. They have
in the last few years adopted internet banking which is perceived as a way of enhancing their
operations with positive implication on their profitability on one hand, and offering better
services to their customers via better access to bank services, better pricing and improved
privacy, on the other land.
The Nigeria banks have equally began to realize that it is not just enough to offer online banking
services but that they must excel in it to maintain a competitive edge. Thus, every bank offering
internet banking services tries to improve on its website in terms of its aesthetic effects, ease of
use; informational, communication and transactional relevance.
The main objective of this study is to empirically examine the current level of internet banking
adoption in the Nigerian banking system, and to ascertain what factors that may be impeding full
development of virtual banking, and finally, to maxe recommendations on how to improve on
virtual banking operation in Nigeria

basic operations such as fund transfer, checkering of account details, but also to provide new
services such as bill payment, investment advice, security trading, among others.
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Ovia (2001) Stated that, given the overwhelming success of online banking, banks in Nigeria are
gradually embracing internet banking and that radical changes are beginning to take place in the
Nigerian financial landscape. As a matter of fact, bank customers in NIgeria are beginning to see
on-line, real-time banking services as their inalienable right and have indeed developed an
insatiable appetite for efficient services which has compelled financial institutions to fast
forward to a more radical transformation of their business systems and models by entrancing
internet banking.

Chung and Painter (2002) surveyed the state of e-banking in New Zealand by examining the
websites of seven on-line banks using a tailored Hersey electronic-commerce model. The results
revealed that most of the banks :1.'10 up-to-date information on their websites, and they identified
secui ity and complication of internet banking as most of the inhibiting factors to the adoption
and utilization of; ntemet banking.

Achour (lad Bensedrne (2005) observed that internet banking websites can be evaluated from
many different approaches such as usability, reliability, functionality, accessibility. The;' further
noted that different models have been proposed and used for specific internet banking evaluation.
Popular among these models are the ones used by Diniz (1998) to survey websites of banks in
USA, in which he observed that web teclmology could be employed as an information vehicle, a
channel fer conducting transactions, or a tool to improve customer relationship; and Diniz 2! al
(2005) who proposed an evaluation approach based on a combination of three dimensions -
functionality, reliability and usability.

Ovia (2001) observed that the success of e-banking is contingent upon reliable and adequate data
communications infrastructure and thus it will be prudent for banks to invest in creating secure
networks for online transactions. Rubino (2000) noted that e-banking is quite appealing to the
generality of people because it offers banking services outside of the normal opening hours.
According to him, it has effectively opened banks for business twenty-four hours a day, seven
days a week. Hence, customers can do their daily banking activities without having to wait on a
long or wait on hold for telephone banking services. Deitel et al (2001) observed that e-banking
is especially appealing to customers who have a hard time keeping track of their finances.
Sulaiman (2005) ho .vever noted that to fully utilize the potential of e-banking services, banks
should be able to appreciate all possible benefits that may derive from the introduction of
internet banking faci 1ities such as cost reduction and increase' in pro fitab' lity. It was however
Diniz (1998) who stated that the relevance of internet banking to a bank and the level of benefit
to be derived by it will depend on whether the bank's website is informational, transactional or
beyond transactional. Hence banks can be evaluated on the basis of the scope of their websites.

economies. In part, this is due to the rapid and significant growth in electronic commerce (e
commerce) and the notion that electronic banking and payments will likely advance more or less
in tandem with e-commerce.
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3.1 Research Design and Model.
The study uses the modified tailored Hersery model as in Achour and Bensedrine (2005). The
model W::tS ac.opted because it aptly tits into the Nigeria scenario as it included in addition to the
original model, security component, which is deemed critical to the Nigerian banking industry.
The model is summarized and presented in Table 1. This model was used to evaluate the
web sites of the 22 deposit money banks selected for the study by assigning a binary number of
zero (0) and one (1) to indicate the absence (0) or presence (1) of each item on the table which
when summed together should give a net score for each bank. A hank should therefore have a
maximum score of 36 points (being the total number of items on the table). The percentage net
score is further obtained by dividing the net score by the maximum net score and then ranking
the banks on the basis of such percentage as an indication of the quality of their websites. Data
for the evaluation was collected from the website of each of the banks for the month of
September, 2009.

3.0 Research Methodology
After the bank consolidation of the year 2005 and some recent mergers, the NIgerian banking
industry now consists of 23 money deposit banks and 4 development banks (see appendix 1).
This study focuses on 22 of the 23 money deposit banks. The only money deposit bank excluded
from the study and whose website was not analyzed is the Nigeria International Bank (Citibank)
because Citibank Nigeria limited does not have a country specific website.

Chiemeke et al (2006) however observed that in Nigeria internet banking is only being offered at
the basic level of interactivity with most of the banks having mainly informational sites and
providing little internet transactional services. He blamed the low adoption of internet banking in
the country on poor security and paucity of operational facilities including proper
telecommunications and power. And as ovia (2001) observed, though one may argue that
telecommunication infrastructure is now available in Nigeria through the Global System of
Mobile communication (GSM) recently rolled out in the country, given the high tariff, the
greater Nigeria populace made up of the poor are endemically excluded from e-banking,
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Source: Chung and Payter (2002) as in Achour and Bensedrine (2005),
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4.1 Presentation of website evaluation score and ranking.

In this section we present the result of the evaluation of each of the 22 bank websites analyzed based on
the modifiec tailored Hersey model. For every component, and each level of interactivity or element, the
score of each bank based on the binary scoring system is contained in Table 2. The overall score obtained
by each bank is the addition of points from each 01' the eight components. The maximum score is 36
points which is later expressed as a percentage and used for ranking the bank websites.

4.G PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
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Based on the evaluation score sheet presented i:1 Table 2 above, a ranking or 1-8 of the 22

websites ofNigerian banks was established and shown in Table 3 below.

4.2 Discussion of Results
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From the above Table, Oceanic bank, United Bank for Africa and Zenith Bank Plc carne top on
the list being ranked number 1 while Wema B3i1k PIc came last on a rank of 8. H0WCYCr on a
general point, the 22 banks evaluated had above average net score implying that internet oanking
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In general terms, the banks had the least overall scores; II the security component scoring on the
average 70.30%. Although they all ensured the authentification and confidentiality of client data
using cryptage techniques, many of them did not employ additional security measures (such as
the use of smart cards, digipass, etc.) but merely used a user code and a password. It is however
comforting to note that all the banks with the exception of one- Finbank PIc, use one technique
or the other to protect their sites against phishing, .ntrusion, viruses attacks and such other evils
that might jeopardize the smooth running of their sites. With respect to ease of use and aesthetic
effects components (that is the communicative services), it could be observed that there is yet a
lot more to do on the sites, although some of them like Zenith Bank, and indeed the banks that
were ranked number 1 have little or no problem in this regard.
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The study examined the level of adoption of internet banking in Nigerian post-bank
consolidation era of 2005. Using a quality evaluation model, as proposed by Chung and Painter
(2002) but with slight modifications as in Achour and Benzedrine (2005), the websites of 22
banks in Nigeria were evaluated empirically examining the level of adoption of internet banking
and what factors that impeded a wholesome adoption of virtual banking in the country. The
results reveal that the level of internet banking in Nigeria is high on two dimensions, namely,

6.0 Conclusion

5. Constraints to Internet Banking in Nigeria
There is no gainsaying the [act that [here bas been a paradigm shift in the mode of banking
operations in Nigeria with the advent of internet technology. However, the concern is with the
seemingly low level of adoption of internet banking in the country. A lot of factors are
responsible, but chief among them are the following:

a) Paucity of telecommunication infrastructure. Ovia C~001) observed that it is practically
impossible to move financial products and services from the banking hall to e-plarform
without adequate and reliable data communication infrastructure.

b) A follow up to the above limiting factor is the fact that even where the desired data
communication infrastructure is available, it is often tou expensive. A case in hand is the
high tariff of telephoning facility in the country.

c) The issue of cyber-crirne. This, according to Ayo (2006), has been largely responsible for
the low level of e-commerce implementation in Nigeria in general and e-banking
adoption in particular. .

d) Lack of proper legal framework for internet banking in the country. Proper legal
framework is necessary for any bank to have adequate legal cover to provide internet
banking services.

With respect to online "Community contribution", none of the banks has an online community
built within its website for visitors to their sites (except only if such exits exclusively for account
holders who must sign in using their user name and password).

Concerning the 'order' component which refers to the product and services (or transactions)
being offered by the banks, there is a lot more to be done with all the evaluated websites making
an average of 74.55%. It was observed that aU the banks scored zero with respect to on-line
account opening exercise requiring signature authentication. The implication is that at the
transactional level of activity, functionality was low. This is in agreement with Chiemeke et al
(2006). The implication of this is that Nigerian banks are still far from being able to offer full
"branch less" or "internet-only" banking as is offered by the British internet-only bank, Egg,
Launched in October, 1998 and which by June 200 1 had signed over one million accounts with
ectal assets of7.9 billion British pound.
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). "TheGovernment should also help in reducing the cost of int-rconnectivity (ina general
IC'I access by making telecommunication service providers reduce their tariff This will
ensure that the generality of people in Nigeria will have access to cheap and fast
telecommunication services.

4. The Federal Government on her part should provide a legal framework for internet
banking in Nigeria which will give the banks adequate legal cover to provide the service.
For instance, an account opened on the net without passing through the necessary
standard account opening procedure is tantamount to a breach of procedure.

3. Banks should enhance the security component of their sites to further strengthen
customers' confidence for the purpose of allaying their fears of unauthorised access to
their accounts and other confidential information. Acquisition of software capable of
checking phishing and other cyber crimes will help in this regard.

2. Nigerian banks should go beyond building websites merely for informational and
corn...municative purposes, and transcend to the level of maintaining active transactional
websites.

1. Since technology is undoubtedly a very important tool of every bank's competitive
strategy, forming the pivot on which internet banking revolves, and could draw the line
between success and failure for a bank in the new paradigm shift, Nigerian banks should
make further investments in leT.

The success and further enhancement of the practice of internet banking in Nigeria lays both in
the hands of the Federal Government and individual banks. It is in the light of this fact that we
recommend as follows:

6.1 Recommendation

informational and communicative services, whereas at the transactional level, internet banking is
still low as no website presently permits online account opening and signature authentication.
The level of security of the banks was equally low as only few banks employed additional
security measures (beyond encryption security techniques) such as smart cards and
digipass.
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